- SA Poll of the Month: answer this month’s question here -

News and Announcement
[SATC]:

Agenda for the next SATC Telecon.

[IAC]:

February 21: Abstract submission deadline for the 64th IAC at Beijing, China.

[IAC]:

Call For Papers: preliminary programme & information are now available for download.

[ICES]:

March 04: Authors of accepted abstracts to submit draft manuscripts.

Other events of interests:
Radio broadcasts from Spaceuriosity: on Antarctica, Space Architecture, and more.

mailing list highlights:
Ideas for a SATC student competition.

Poll of the Month
January 2013 Poll Results
The poll results suggested that as a community, we are generally
optimistic towards the outlook for Space Architecture in the year
ahead.

If you would like to discuss or comment on this topic, you can
start an email discussion thread here.

February 2013 Question:
3D printing is the buzz word of the day: Many believe it would
revolutionise conventional design, manufacture and construction
process. In the context of space architecture, experimental researches
such as 3D printing under microgravity conditions, printing with lunar
regolith, and increasing the print size up to building scale are all being
actively pursued. The success of which would enable more practical
architectural applications. Critics however, point out that these
expectations are often overhyped, and that many of the related field of
technologies such as material science are still many years away from
being sufficiently advanced to deliver the high expectations promised
by 3D printing.

What is your view on 3D printing, in the context of space
architecture?
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- It is the future. I am working on it now.
- It is promising, but it will be decades away before it has any
significant impact to the space construction process.
- Its significance is overstated and that it is likely to be limited to
improving efficiencies to the design process.
- It is all hyperboles that will fizzle out in a few years time.

Please answer the poll question here.

Theme of the Month

Water ice jets of Saturn’s moon Enceladus captured during Cassini flyby. Source: NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute

4 articles can be found within the spacearchitect.org publication archive by searching under the keyword
“water”.
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